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After winning the Long Island
Championship las t  season against
Shoreham Wading River, the Vikings
Varsity Football Team made a bold
return in its 2022 season. As the first
football team to hold this title in North
Shore history, the question was: would
the team secure this title during the
2022 season? Assistant Coach Bill
Madigan, said “The boys saw what
hard work could do for them and they
[strove] even harder this year”. Ricky
Cook, a senior captain, added “it [was]
a new year; we [had] to live up to the
expectations and just go all the way”.
Using last  year as motivation, the
Vikings started off their season strong
going undefeated in the regular season
and setting a solid foundation for the
playoffs.

   Winning the Long Island
Championship (LIC) last season as
underdogs  no t  on ly  b rought  the
community together and attracted more
fans ,  but  i t  a l so  se t  much h igher
expectations for the team than in prior
seasons .  As  a  resu l t ,  th i s  added
pressure on both the returning players
and and the new additions. Despite

th i s ,  Coach  Madigan  was  never
worried; “We [had] a good core group
of seniors, in regards to leadership, and
we all [played] hard for each other”; he
also added, “The boys [worked] hard
in practice, [watched] a lot of film, and
[did not]look past any opponents”.
During the 2022 season, the Vikings
certainly demonstrated their ability to
bring this teamwork and strong work
ethic from the practice field to the
games.

  In  add i t ion  to  the  new
expectations and pressure that came
from wining the LIC in 2021, the team
[dealt] with a lot of injuries throughout
the 2022 season. Not having the full
roster the Vikings were expecting put
even more stress on the players to work
at that same ability and stay connected
with one another. However, this [gave]
the new players more opportunities to
play and contr ibute  to  the  team’s
success, which may have given the
Vikings the strength and motivation
they needed to keep winning.

Desp i te  some of  the
aforementioned challenges, the Vikings
rose above the hardships and thrived.

After being undefeated in the regular
2022 season the team really proved
tha t  hard  work  pays  of f .  Mikey
Fleming, the senior kicker, said “We
jus t  [ took]  i t  week by week and
[focused] on winning each [weekly]
battle”. They brought this same high
level  of  throughout  the playoffs ,
winning  the  Nassau  County
Championship Conference IV title.
Unfortunately, they were defeated by
Bayport- Blue Point in the Long Island
Championship which brought  the
Vikings’  record to 19-1. Nonetheless,
the Vikings fought hard and had a
winning streak for 19 games. To the
Vikings Varsity Football team, you
have made this school and community
proud.

  A special congratulations to
the Varisty Football Team’s 2022 All-
County players: Danny Sotiryadis,
Nick Livoti, Nick LaRosa, Peter Liotta,
Ryan Freund, and Patrick Godfrey.

  And a  thank you to  our
Senior players: Nick Livoti, Mikey
Fleming, Ricky Cook, Ryan Camardella,
Ryan Freund,  Pe ter  Lio t ta ,  Sean
Maldonado,  Reece  Ramos,  Kel ly

Varsity Football Tackled Its Season

Photo Courtesy Of: Shelly Newman and Luis Torre

Larkin, Nick LaRosa, Michael Granelli,
Danny Sotiryadis, Andrew Fabiilli, Peter
Laino, Jayden Rosario, Max Makhoff,
Patrick Godfrey, and Matt Laudisio.

Also ,  to  Head  Coach  Dan
Agovino and Assistant Coaches Scott
Lineman and Bill Madigan, thank you for
helping our players succeed.

    Thank you all for a great
season.
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 It is not uncommon for powerful tech
companies to receive backlash on the level or
lack of security present in their software. This
past September, Twitter faced a fatal hit to its
billion-dollar company as whistleblower Peiter
Zatko testified on Twitter’s “broke defense
system against hackers”. Zatko, the former chief
of security at Twitter, has been protecting online
safety since 1998 when he testified before the
Senate on the lack of security against hackers on
the early internet. This time, Zatko presented the
Senate with an 84-page complaint explaining how
Twitter executives mislead the public; the system
is truly defenseless against hackers.

 The complaint went into detail about
the times when former CEO, Jack Dorsey,
disregarded safety regulations in the company.
Zatko depicts Twitter as a “chaotic and rudderless
company beset by infighting” (Menn), that is
unable to protect its 238 million daily users, many
of whom are influential political figures. The most
serious accusation in the complaint is that Twitter
violated the terms of an 11-year-old settlement
with the Federal Trade Commission by falsely
claiming that it had a solid security plan. The

Federal Trade Commission, an agency protecting
America’s consumers  that works against unfair
business practices, has been filing charges
against Twitter’s lack of online security. They
have incriminated Twitter for security issues that
have allowed hackers to obtain unauthorized
administrative control of Twitter (FTC). The
complaint also discussed how thousands of
employees still had a wide range and poorly
tracked internal access to core company
software, which in the past had led to
embarrassing hacks of the accounts of Elon Musk
and former presidents Barack Obama and Donald
Trump. He also explained that his colleagues had
wide access within the system that would allow
them to tweet as other users, which includes
important political figures such as U.S. Senators.

Furthermore, Zatko explained that the
company prioritized user growth over reducing
spam, even though spam decreases the user
experience. Within the first 90 minutes of the trial,
he painted a portrait of a company that placed
financial gains over establishing basic security
protections for its users (Feiner). Although Peiter
Zatko was fired from his position at Twitter, the

former security chief says that he “felt ethically
bound to this decision (to testify against his
company of employment). This is not a light step
to take” (Menn).

     Despite the evidence presented by
Zatko, other Twitter employees such as
spokesperson Rebecca Hann spoke out, claiming
Zatko’s declarations be “riddled with
inaccuracies,” and that Zatko “now appears to
be opportunistically seeking to inflict harm on
Twitter.” Hann also added that Twitter has
ensured that security measures have improved
and been tightened up extensively since 2020,
by formulating specific rules about who can
access company systems. In addition, she
refuted the claims on spam and bots by
presenting the idea that Twitter removes more
than a million spam accounts per day and more
than 300 million per year.

     Elon Musk, an important figure in
this scandal, was recently solidifying a 44 billion
dollar (about $140 per person in the US) offer for
Twitter this past October; in fact, on October
28th the deal was completed (Zahn). He is offering
$54.20 per share instead of the previous amount

around $41. Musk may benefit from Zatko’s
testimony because due to the controversy the
trial created, the company would like to expedite
this deal between Musk and the former CEO Jack
Dorsey. (Zakrewsji) . However, Musk’s ownership
does not guarantee that the lack of security
measures within the company will halt. Since Musk
is currently the wealthiest man in the world, it is
improbable that under his ownership the company
would focus on user well-being over profit, even
though Musk claims to do so (Zohn).

  In Zatko’s testimony, Senators shared
allegations that had been withheld or redacted
from the original whistleblower complaint. Some
included Twitter ads that were said to be paid for
by the Chinese government; these ads could have
valuable and potentially dangerous information:
including the locations of users who had clicked
on them (Menn). Zatko supported these claims
by explaining how Twitter engineers and
employees would be able to access even more
sensitive data including phone numbers and
emails associated with targeted accounts and get

Joseph Robinette Biden Jr. was never
the most awe-inspiring politician. Despite serving
as a senator for about 36 years, which would
place him into the top twenty longest serving
senators of all time, Joe Biden has not had an
amazing reputation (Longest-Serving Senators).
He had numerous accomplishments as a senator:
chairing the confirmation of five Supreme Court
Justices, pushing the Violence Against Women
Act that recognized domestic violence and sexual
assault as federal crimes (Violence Against
Women Act), and shaping US foreign policy in
response to the Cold War and terrorism
(Levingston). But his career in the senate was
not perfect by any means. Biden shut down the
sexual harassment allegations against Justice
Thomas during his confirmation, supported a bill
that increased US mass incarceration, and
supported the Iraq War (Levingston). He has, in
the past, repeatedly enacted policies that are
viewed with disdain now. With a handful of
successes and failures, Biden continued his
mixed reputation as he left the senate for the
Executive Branch. 

As Vice President, Joe Biden made
himself familiar with the executive functions of
government that he would assume twelve years
later. He offered vital advice to former President
Obama, such as the withdrawal of many American
soldiers from Afghanistan after more than half a
decade and representing Obama in numerous
foreign policy entanglements (Levingston).
Despite these achievements, Biden’s perception
among ordinary citizens would not improve
much. He was often seen as a sidekick to Obama
and rather than a great leader, Biden was seen as
a homely neighborly figure: he would be known
as “Uncle Joe”. His perception was often further
compounded by his tendency to say peculiar
things (Bice and Thompson). This unfortunate
blemish leaves an obvious question: how did
the persona of an elderly community figure
become the menacing Dark Brandon?

Joe Biden’s impetus has been his
party’s successes and, paradoxically, Republican
accomplishments like the revocation of Roe V.
Wade. But to understand his successes, one
must first understand his numerous failures. Early
in his administration, Biden faced a dire situation.
He was unpopular due to the start of inflation,
loss in Afghanistan, and failure to pass new

legislation. The inflation was not entirely his fault,
as much of it was rooted in supply chain issues
and Covid stimulus under Trump, but Biden was
the one in charge when the inflation started
(Everett, et al). The increased cost of living acted
as ammunition for his rivals, as these issues could
be easily used to demonstrate Biden’s
incompetence. Biden’s disaster in Afghanistan
exacerbated his political situation. Thousands
of American lives and enormous costs were made
pointless as the US withdrawal led to the total
collapse of the Afghan government (US Dept. of
Defense). Biden was looked upon with disdain
by large portions of the public (New York Times).
Aside from his foreign policy, he proved unable
to create new changes domestically and found
himself in a precarious position. All of these
factors, along with Biden’s own oddities, gave
him the title of “Sleepy Joe”. But he would soon
stir and bring about new successful policies. 

 Under his tenure, Biden passed the
Inflation Reduction Act, which helped decrease
the cost of healthcare and energy (By the
Numbers). It also reformed taxation and the
government’s position on renewable energy.
Additionally, he passed the American Rescue
Plan and the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law. These
have, after seemingly endless compromise in the
senate, shown that the Biden administration is
capable while also soothing the liberal wings of
the Democratic party. However, Biden’s domestic
policies are marred by one major failure: inflation.
Despite the aforementioned Inflation Reduction
Act, inflation remains strong as the US economy
takes severe blows (Consumer Price Index: 2021).
Even with this failure, Biden has maintained the
favor of some voters due to his administration’s
foreign affair endeavors. While Afghanistan
remains a blight on his record, Biden’s support
for Ukraine and subtle support for Taiwan have
 shown the commitment of the US towards
democracies around the world. Although he
emulates several of Trump’s foreign policies
decisions, he does not follow the doctrine of
America first. Rather, Biden favors a multilateral
approach while still maintaining Trump’s rhetoric
against Russian, China, Iran, and other US
enemies (Wong). Biden has shaken off his old
persona of a bumbling old man. He replaced it
with the man who killed Al-Qaeda’s leader, Ayman
al-Zawahiri, even though he was inhibited by

Covid (Murphy and Plummer). When he thrashed
the MAGA movement in his Soul of the Nation
speech in front of the ominous red background,
he rebutted his enemies and strengthened the
idea of Dark Brandon (Flood).

Although Dark Brandon is a niche
internet meme, with its interest being far smaller
than Joe Biden as a whole (Google Trends), it
gives a name to Biden’s transformation. The
Brandon component of Dark Brandon comes from
“Let’s Go Brandon”, an insult that insinuates the
failures of Biden. While the words themselves
don’t make much sense, Joe Biden’s detractors
used it as a statement to insult him and created a
new connotation for the statement (Romano). The
dark part of Dark Brandon finds its roots in the
twitter #DarkMAGA as these tweets portray the
MAGA movement as being powerful and gritty
(Romano). These images do the same thing as
portraits by medieval kings in that they serve a
propagandic value by showing the individual as
regal and impressive. Eventually, pro Biden
versions of #DarkMAGA was created as a
response to the original (Romano). These parodies
endorsed Biden’s actions and mocked the MAGA
movement, even adopting the insult Brandon and
repurposing it. This was originally spurred by the
spreading of one particular image made by Yang
Quan that showed a Joe Biden with glowing eyes
on the The Iron Throne from Game of Thrones
(Bice and Thompson). While this original image
may have been ironic or insulting towards Biden,
its context was ignored and became an image that
emanates the power of Biden. 

 Biden’s transformation lends him and
his party political strength and consolidation. It
makes him seem larger than life and worthy of
support. Most importantly, it serves as a symbol
for Biden to spread his message through. Every
time his administration succeeds, the idea of Dark
Brandon is proliferated and shared. It reinforces
Biden’s competence and rallies his supporters
(Bice and Thompson). For Biden supporters, their
faith is compounded and strengthened by every
success that happens. Dark Brandon simply
makes things interesting for those not interested
in slow bureaucratic reform. It shows an ideal that
compels them to support Biden. Rather than being
seen as a stiff old man, Biden is seen as an awe-
inspiring leader due to the power of Dark
Brandon.

The Power Of Dark Brandon
By: Raymond Lin

By: Veronica Frank
Twitter Whistleblower Testifies Against the Company
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By: Matt Malone
Political Bias

Politics can be a hot-button topic for
many people, and it is a huge dividing factor in
the United States. While there are many places
where it is appropriate and sometimes necessary
to spread factional messages, a teacher in a school
classroom is not one of these settings. A school
should be a place where controversial topics are
open to discussion with a free flow of opinions;
however, it is imperative that faculty and staff
remain impartial. Doing this will allow students to
feel more comfortable voicing their beliefs and
thus the minority voice will not be suppressed.
Moreover, the job of the teacher is to teach rather
than influence and indoctrinate. The New York
Times conducted a study asking students: Should
politics stay out of the classroom? One student
said, “I believe that the personal views of
students should be expressed, but teachers
should keep their opinions to themselves. I am
not taking anything away from the teachers’
opinion and I do believe that they are valuable.
But, it could be seen that they are pushing their
beliefs on others, which could upset students
and parents. Also, I think it is important that
students can form their own opinions without
the biases of their teachers.” A myriad of other
people from the survey would seem to agree.
Despite this, problems continue to ensue with
teachers voicing political opinions in the
classroom.

One instance of this is in the
Connetquot School District on Long Island. In
this circumstance, in October of 2022, a math
teacher by the name of Sarah Ecke refused to
take down a Rainbow flag and a Progress Pride
flag, according to the New York Post. Some
students in her class complained that the Progress
Pride Flag made them feel uncomfortable. After
much uproar from the community, “the district
issued a directive banning all flags except the US
and state flags, citing its policy that employees
should not engage in political activities in school”
(New York Post). Inevitably, a great deal of
LGBTQ activists came out protesting the
situation, stating that it violates the state’s Dignity
for All Students Act. This act “provides a school
environment free of discrimination”
(Nycourts.gov). Obviously, school should be an
environment where all are welcome, regardless
of race, gender, political affiliation, sexuality, etc.
However, this point can be made by faculty
without bringing in gender and identity politics.
For example, teachers can facilitate discourse
without judgment. Treating everyone kindly and
with respect is more than enough to prove that a
place is welcoming to all. Also, any paraphernalia
made by students with the intent of combating
an issue should be welcomed. But, teachers or
other school personnel who wear clothing or put
up decorations regarding any political topic

should not do so at their place of employment. It
is vital that the drive for standing up to political
issues comes naturally from the students, and it
is important that each classroom is a safe space
where all students feel comfortable. When
teachers only express support for one particular
group, not all students are being represented
equally and therefore an imbalance is created.

The New York State School Boards
Association (NYSSBA) is responsible for
providing information and guidance on school
board matters. NYSSBA writer Cathy Woodruff
admits “political expressions in schools can be
[a] ‘gray area’ for officials.” However, she states,
“A NYSSBA model policy 1310 says school
employees have a constitutional right not to be
subject to ‘adverse employee actions’ due to
their political party affiliation but they may not
use their positions of authority, school facilities
or the immediate environs ‘to advance their own
personal political beliefs’” (NYSSBA). These
rules are meant to maintain the integrity of the
educational process. The role of the teacher is to
create an environment that promotes critical
thinking and divergence of thought. The United
States is a nation of laws. However, at this time in
the country’s history, it seems that people pick
and choose which laws should be followed and
which ones should be disregarded. Teachers have
plenty of opportunities to voice their opinions.

For the ones that feel the need to demonstrate
them during class time, one would have to
question their motive.

      Teachers are powerful and influential
figures in the lives of their students. For that
reason, they need to maintain a level of neutrality.

Sources:
Network, The Learning. “What Students
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in a Crisis, and Stress.” The New York Times, The New
York Times, 31 Oct. 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/
2019/10/31/learning/what-students-are-saying-about-
politics-in-school-who-they-turn-to-in-a-crisis-and-
stress.html.
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New York State Unified Court System, https://
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School.” New York Post, New York Post, 14 Oct.
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Steve Jobs, the founder of Apple, is
known for his genius in launching early Apple
products such as the Iphone and Ipod. These
products revolutionized the way we
communicate and learn; basically our entire lives
changed when these devices were released.
Although he died in 2011, Jobs’ legacy lives on
in the ongoing successful products constantly
being released by Apple. Apple’s marketing
strategies are effective in their appeal to
consumers, and they use a few different strategies
to keep people coming back for more.

  One strategy Apple uses involves
constantly releasing products with new and
attractive features. Although they may not
be necessary, these features are very
appealing to consumers. Society often
gravitates towards the futuristic and new,
what we haven’t seen before. Apple uses
this to its advantage, and as explained by
Cory Stieg of CNBC, “Each new phone, and
also Apple as a brand, represents innovation
and ‘tomorrow,’ which consumers tend to
hold to a high regard”. Another appeal of
Apple is the status that comes along with
the product. Owning the latest and greatest
product may remind people that they are
above those who still use earlier models. This
leads to a need to have the newest of
everything just to have it...even if it’s not
necessarily better. Apple products are all
about status, which leads to consumers
buying into hyper-expensive products,
simply because “having the newest iPhone
can boost your self-esteem and remind
you that you’re not outdated”, as Cory
Stieg claims.

In addition, due to Apple’s
branding and marketing strategies in
regards to having the highest quality
products, it is sometimes seen as an
embarrassment to have anything other
than an Iphone. Owning a Samsung or
Android often makes some people feel
less than those who own an Apple. This
is especially noticeable in schools where

life tends to be a social competition. This
need to own Apple products in order to
fit in with the majority of smartphone users
is simply another form of marketing
strategy towards consumers.

With the new iphone 14 recently
being released, people are starting to
question the difference between this more
recent model and the Iphone 13, which
are seemingly identical. People wonder if
it is really necessary to release a whole
new model of the Iphone simply to
improve camera quality and have a slightly
longer battery life. Steve Jobs’ own
daughter, Eve Jobs, made news recently
after reposting a meme about Apple’s new
Iphone; it shows a man holding up a
checkered shirt that is identical to the one
he was already wearing. Coming from the
daughter of the founder of Apple, this
repost criticized Apple’s launching of new
models with very minor upgrades. If there
are few changes to the Iphone itself, why
release a whole new model? It is because
although there may only be minor
upgrades, people are attracted to the new
and unique, and Apple markets towards
that.

So the next time you think you
need a new Iphone, first consider how
badly you need it, because it may be only
slightly better than your own, and not
worth the thousand dollar purchase price.

Sources:
Brown, Lee. “Steve Jobs’ Model

Daughter Eve Pokes Fun at New IPhone.” The
New York Post,  8 Sept.  2022, https:/ /
nypost.com/2022/09/08/steve-jobs-model-
daughter-eve-pokes-fun-at-new-iphone/.
Accessed 12 Oct. 2022.

Stieg, Cory. “The Psychology behind
a New IPhone Release—and Why It’s so Hard
to Resist.” CNBC, 8 Dec. 2020, https://
www.cnbc.com/2020/12/08/the-psychology-of-
new-iphone-releases-apple-marketing.html.
Accessed 12 Oct. 2022.

By: Norah Davison
   Apple’s Irresistible Iphones

The  People’s Republic of China (PRC)
and the United States of America (USA) are two
of the most influential countries of the 21st
century. According to the World Bank, these two
countries* alone accounted for over 42% of the
world’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) during
2021. More concerningly, they also have the
highest military budgets, with the USA and PRC*
estimated to account for 38% and 14% of the
world’s military expenditure respectively (Liang,
Xiao, et al.). Finally, they both have access to
nuclear weapons. Thus, a war between these
powerhouses could easily be the most violent
and destructive conflict to date. Why then, have
we let Taiwan’s legal status remain ambiguous?

Despite being the second wealthiest
country, the PRC only gained control of China in
1949. As of the early 20th century, China was ruled
by the Manchu Qing, but the 1911 Revolution resulted
in the establishment of the Republic of China
(ROC).While the ROC only lasted from 1912 to 1949,
its history remains complicated. The Kuomintang
(KMT), also known as the Chinese Nationalist Party,
ruled mainland China after 1928, but ultimately failed
to maintain itself, and was defeated by the Communist
Party of China (CPC) in 1949 as a result of the Chinese
Civil War. A large factor in this war was the deteriorating
quality of life of the Chinese citizens, including high
inflation, increased cost of living, and corruption (Ray
and The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica), all of
which the CPC sought to address using Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism (MLM). Due to these issues, the
power of the ROC deteriorated and in late 1949 the
KMT was forced to flee to Taiwan. In Taiwan, the
remaining KMT proclaimed the ROC had not fallen,
while the CPC declared the Nationalists had been
defeated (Ray and The Editors of Encyclopaedia
Britannica). From there, the disagreement only
worsened.

As of 2022, there have been three Taiwan
Strait Crises. According to the US government, Taiwan
is important to the PRC because of its “geographic
proximity to China” (“The Taiwan”). Accordingly,
the PRC has seemingly tried to gain control of
Taiwan several times. According to the US, Office of
the Historian, the ROC government attacked the PRC
off of islands as close as two miles to mainland cities.
The USA backed the ROC due to the recent emergence
of the Korean War and their desire to stop the spread

of communism. In 1954, the first Taiwan Strait Crisis
occured. The USA again backed the ROC, and even
admitted to considering “employing nuclear weapons
against the PRC” (“The Taiwan”). Despite the USA
aggression, the PRC decided to negotiate. Similarly, the
PRC resumed its bombardment of vital islands in the
Taiwan Strait during 1958, but stopped after the USA
helped to re-supply the ROC’s garrisons. This
constituted the Second Taiwan Strait Crisis. Finally,
the Third Taiwan Strait Crisis occurred over 21 July
1995 to 23 March 1996. While all three of these crises
may have been resolved, they were certainly close
calls.

Although it is easy to see the PRC as an
aggravator only trying to gain territory and assert
dominance, it is important to note other reasons they
desire Taiwan, the most blatant of which being the
security threat the ROC poses as a local rival, sponsored
by the world’s largest military power and located on a
close island. This is the first area where parallels can be
drawn between the PRC’s relationship with the ROC
and the USA’s relationship with socialist Cuba. The
USA too, has historically seen Cuba as a threat, the
Bay of Pigs Invasion being a prime example of this.
John F. Kennedy himself said those “who offer eventual
hope of overthrowing Castro”, and by extension all of
Cuba, should receive assistance. Another outlet for
this parallel appears in the larger country (the PRC or
USA) being a nuclear power. Lastly, the PRC and
ROC implement rivalling economic systems, just as
the USA and Cuba do. Chinese Dengism juxtaposes
Taiwanese Capitalism just as American Capitalism
juxtaposes Marxist-Leninism. While the comparison
is not perfect, Cuba serves as an excellent example to
understand why the PRC is so concerned with the
Taiwan situation.

The situation in Taiwan has devolved far
enough that some have said a fourth Taiwan Strait
Crisis will be created. But how can we help? The most
important thing is to keep the military out of Taiwan.
A show of force will only be seen as a threat.
China’s problems do not require guns, or ships,
or bombs. What they require is solutions. It is
doubtful that anyone who would suffer the
consequences of war in China wishes for it to
happen. Here in the USA, we have the luxury of
being seemingly unaffected by the consequences of
what we do, but if a conflict with the world’s second
most powerful country escalates whatsoever, it could
mean nuclear annihilation.
*Excluding Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macau

The Unending Crisis In Taiwan
By: Seamus Hughes
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By: Giuliano Wang
Mikhail Gorbachev, the last leader of

the former Soviet Union, died on August 30,
2022. He played an instrumental part in ending
the Cold War and he was perhaps the first leader
of what would become modern-day Russia to
truly work for the betterment of the country by
wholeheartedly embracing relationships with the
West, especially the United States.

Born on March 2nd, 1931, Mikhail
Gorbachev came from humble origins, working
on his father’s farm. A hard worker, he was
awarded the Order of the Red Banner of Labour,
one of the highest distinctions in the Soviet
Union. On the back of this momentous
achievement, he studied law at the University of
Moscow in 1950, joining the Communist Party
soon after. After years of working for the state in
various capacities (most notably as head of his
home region of Stavropol), he found himself as
General-Secretary of the Soviet Union in 1985.
However, it was in 1986 that Gorbachev saw the
failings of Communist system that he was
serving; the Chernoybl nuclear incident, which
saw a nuclear power plant meltdown and caused
an environmental, humanitarian and political
disaster for the Soviet Union. The subsequent
attempted coverup by the Russian government
opened his eyes to what he saw as the failings
of the Communist system. The mismanagement
of the Cheryonbl disaster made a lasting
impression upon the future leader, as Gorbavhev
himself admitted,  “Chernobyl really opened my
eyes,”. Upon his ascension to General-Secretary,
he implemented two of his most famous policies:
Glasnost (Openness) and Perestroika
(Restructuring). Whilst Perestroika was meant
to kickstart the economy by introducing new
more capitalistic economic policies, Glasnost
called for greater transparency in the government.
Under Gorbachev, the USSR gradually began to
chip away at the system that had for so long
been centered around an authoritarian
dictatorship.  In the most progressive of these
acts, he authorized the tearing down of the Berlin
Wall, a barrier that had long separated the city of
Berlin along a communist Eastern side and a
democratic and progressive Western side.

    But paradoxically, despite coming
into office with the intent of saving the Soviet
Union, his crowning achievement would turn
out to be its dissolution. In 1991, Communist
hardliners, disgusted by the reforms put in place

by Gorbachev, abducted him and attempted to
establish a new government. This coup was
short-lived when Soviet forces overpowered
the would-be revolutionaries. However, this
failed coup would ultimately spiral into a much
more politically tumultuous situation. Seizing
upon the confusion, members of the Soviet
government of various member nations agreed
to disavow their allegiance to the Soviet Union
and instead operate as independent nations.
Under any other Soviet leader, this situation,
the attempted coup and the subsequent attempt
at disunion made by the member states of the
USSR, would have been met with swift reprisal,
perhaps plunging the Soviet Union into bloody
civil war, and yet Gorbachev chose to endorse
this and stepped aside to allow the nations of
the Soviet Union to gain independence and
freedom. On December 25th of that year,
Gorbachev formally announced the dissolution
of the Soviet Union, allowing the modern-day
Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and countless other
countries to come into existence as truly
independent nations. This single act proved to
be perhaps the most defining event in recent
political history. His decision to allow the Soviet
Union to dissolve shaped the course of history
for decades to come and for the first time, the
nations that once made up the Soviet Union
were free to choose their own path.

 Now, his recent death on August
30th comes at an especially pivotal time in
Russian history. Despite the seeming progress
made to democratization, Russia now finds itself
in the grips of a war of aggression against its
neighbor Ukraine on the pretense of it being a
“neo-nazi” state opressing ethnically Russian
people within its borders. The war Russia wages
against Ukraine has plunged the continent into
battle unseen since the Second World War and
has allowed the Russian government to brutally
attack a sovereign nation, committing war crimes
against its people and devastating the land, all
whilst refusing to even term the conflict a war,
calling it instead a “special military operation”.
With the seeming ambivalence of Russia’s
government, the question that faces us is thus:
How could this happen? How could Russia,
after doing away with the shackles of its past,
stray so far as to invade a sovereign nation?
What ever happened to the promise of a new
tomorrow?

To truly understand the state Russia
finds itself in now, we must first understand how it
was in its infancy, after the Soviet Union had split
apart. Throughout the later years of the Soviet Union
and immediately preceding its dissolution, it was
hampered by great economic stagnation and this
was inherited by Russia. The early years of the new
Russian Federation were also filled with
embitterment and shame. To the average Russian
denizen, they had lost the Cold War, and were now
left to toil in the remnants of a once great global
superpower. This was not helped by the leadership
of Boris Yeltisn, the president of Russia after the
wider Soviet Union’s collapse. Under his control,
Russia’s economy greatly suffered to the point
where the country devolved into a mafia state where
organized crime was allowed to flourish and the
ruble suffered from rampant hyperinflation,
devaluing the currency; that, coupled with
recessions that plagued Russia, left the Russian
people without hope.

 This desperate situation called for a
savior, a knight in shining armor, to rescue Russia
from this crisis. This brings us to inarguably the
main culprit in Russia’s backsliding into aggression:
Vladimir Putin, the current President of Russia. A
former agent of the KGB  (the infamous Soviet secret
service agency that was feared for their brutal and
often deadly methods) stationed in the former East
Berlin, Putin was hand picked by Boris Yeltsin to
lead the country after his resignation. A strong man
type leader with an authoritarian flair, Putin
previously expressed his great sorrow at the USSR’s
collapse, lamenting it as “the greatest geopolitical
catastrophe of the century”. Of Ukraine particularly,
he has said “Ukraine has never had its own authentic
statehood. There has never been a sustainable
statehood in Ukraine.” These statements alone are
enough to cause concern when said from the leader
of the largest nation of the former Soviet Union.
However, they become even more concerning when
compared to Putin’s regressive policies. As far back
as 2012, mass censorship of protests against Putin’s
reelection were silenced in a repressive show of
force. In 2014, in what would prove to be only Putin’s
second most aggressive act against Ukraine, he
sent troops into areas of Ukraine only to then illegally
“annex” them and claim them as Russian territory.
Furthermore, to the brave citizens who spoke out
against the war with Ukraine, he has called for a
“cleansing” of “scum and traitors’’, in addition to
mass censorship of the war itself, all whilst assuring

the Russian people of the supposed justness of
their war by spewing lies that there was “no other
option for self-defense.” In short, the freedoms
and transparency heralded by Gorbachev seem
to be a distant memory. In fact, this attack on
journalism seems to carry much more of an erasure
of Gorbachev’s legacy than at first glance.

For his many actions to bridge the
divide between East and West, in particular by
tearing down the Berlin Wall. Gorbachev was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1990. He used
the money won from this to establish the Novaya
Gazeta, an independent newspaper that would
go on to become one of the foremost investigative
papers in Russia and it provided critical coverage
of the Ukrainian War this year. On September 5th
of 2022 however, a Russia court banned the
newspaper, citing some trumped up charges of a
failure to document ownership change in 2006.
The forced shut down of the Novaya Gazeta is
perhaps the grimmest reminder of Putin’s
determination to consign the Gorbavhev era of
Westernization and democratic reform to the
asheap of history.

There can be no better indication
of the path Russia has set for itself as
opposed to the path that could have been
then with Gorbachev’s funeral. Whilst
duty-bound to offer some conciliatory
gesture to the last Soviet premier, Putin
declined to attend the funeral and gave
what can ultimately be described as a
meager state funeral, lesser even than that
of Putin’s predecessor, Boris Yeltisn,
whose death was heralded by a day of
national mourning. In spite of this
noticeably subdued ceremony, thousands
upon thousands of Russians flocked to
say goodbye to the former premier,
lamenting the loss of a leader that gave
them hope. “Mikhail  Sergeyevich
Gorbachev gave us 30 years of sunlight,”
said Makism, a 20 year old political science
student.

Whatever Gorbachev’s legacy
may be remembered as, whatever Russia’s
actions will ultimately lead to, it can never
be denied that Gorbachev offered the
people of Russia a chance at a true
democracy based on the principles of
liberty, truth and democracy. Whether that
chance is lost now remains to be seen.

A Tomorrow Of Tyranny

On Thursday, September 29, 2022, I
interviewed Mr. Alan Levin, the North Shore
School District’s Food Service Director.  His office
is in the cafeteria at North Shore High School.
Students here are very lucky because we have
delicious food choices. I recently asked him
about his job and how he creates such fabulous
menus. 

KK: How long have you been working for the
North Shore School District?
Mr. Levin: I have been working here for two
years.

KK: What did you do before you came to North
Shore? 
Mr. Levin: I worked at other schools, such as
Levittown, for 14 years as Food Service Director.

KK.:  Did you go to culinary school?
Mr. Levin: I went to New York Institute of
Technology for Hospitality Management. I took
some classes on menu design and food science.
I have worked in the food service industry for 25

years and have learned many culinary tips and
tricks.

KK: How did you pick this career? 
Mr. Levin: I have a passion for food and I love
kids.  Working in schools with kids and food is
the best combination of my passion.

KK: What’s your favorite food? 
Mr. Levin: Pizza or anything Italian.

KK: Why?
Mr. Levin: I love to create new pizzas by using
different toppings and vegetables.

KK: How do you create the daily menu at North
Shore High School? 
Mr. Levin: I take notice of what kids like the
most and try diverse ideas.  I want to try more
foods from different countries like Italy, Greece
and India.

KK: What’s your most popular hot lunch with
students? 

Mr. Levin: The most popular is Carne Asada.  It is
delicious.  It has filet mignon marinated with orange
juice, garlic, and cilantro.  Everyone loves it.  Number
two is anything with chicken.  Pizza and burgers are
also always popular.

KK: Is it hard to decide on the choices? 
Mr. Levin: It comes naturally because I know the
students well and what they like. I talk to the students
and ask questions to see what they like.  Meatless
Monday has become a new challenge for me
because I am learning more about vegan options.  I
like to use Beyond Meat, which is a plant-based
vegan meat.  I want more ideas than just baked ziti
and other meatless options.  I enjoyed coming up
with Caprese Sliders as a new option.

KK: Are there  nutrition rules you need to follow? 
Mr. Levin: We follow a federal program called
National School Lunch Program.  We have to follow
certain guidelines like the amount of calories in a
meal, vegetable/fruit servings, etc. 

KK: What do you like to do when you are not

preparing our delicious menu?
Mr. Levin:  I like to watch sports. My favorite
teams are the NY Mets, NY Giants, and NY
Knicks. 

KK: Anything else you’d like to share?
Mr. Levin: Make sure to try the new double-
decker burger on a pretzel bun.  It’s going to be
great!

Lunch is a great time for all of us to
socialize.  What makes it even better is hav-
ing delicious food!

By: Kyprian Kallaur

How Does NSHS Have Such Great Cafeteria Food?
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In 2019, the COVID-19 pan-
demic spread throughout the entire
world and affected the lives of many
people. Needless to say, it will go down
in history as one of the deadliest viral
outbreaks the world has ever seen in
more than a century. After an astound-
ing three years, just as the world is fi-
nally beginning to recover from the det-
rimental effects of the pandemic, an-
other may be on the rise.

In late August of 2022, the CDC
(Cente r  fo r  Disease  Cont ro l  and
Prevention) started investigating cases
of the poliovirus in New York State, the
main  source  of  the  outbreak.  The
poliovirus is transmitted through direct
contac t  o r  consumpt ion  of
contaminated food or water, and with
New York’s increasing inflation, more
people are being evicted from their
homes, and sleeping on the streets with
no access to clean food or water. Mild
symptoms of the poliovirus include sore
throa t ,  f ever,  t i r edness ,  nausea ,
headache, and stomach pain. However,
more severe symptoms include muscle
weakness, paralysis, and even death.
Although there is no cure for polio, a
preventable vaccine has been given
since 1955. However, the United States
stopped oral polio virus treatment in
2000. Although there is a vaccination,
this does not guarantee safety from the
virus.

According to the Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, as of
August 9, 2022, one case has been
found in an unvaccinated adult  in
Rockland  County  who suf fe red
paralysis. But Mary Bassett, the state’s
Health Commissioner, warned that this
single case may be the “tip of the
iceberg”. Soon after on September 9th,
Gov. Kathy Hochul declared a state of
emergency in New York State after
hea l th  au thor i t i es  announced  the
poliovirus was detected in wastewater
samples taken in Nassau County. This
follows earlier reports that the virus
was found in wastewater samples taken
in New York City, as well as Orange,
Sul l ivan ,  and  Rockland
counties(Kamboj).  As for now, the
poliovirus has not spread outside of
New York State, but this may be just
the beginning of a second pandemic.

 Al though  the  coronavi rus
pandemic has just started to die down,
our economy is failing in a way that is
negatively affecting other areas of
people’s health. Our world currently
faces many challenges, but one of the
largest is the increase in the number of
homeless people. This, combined with
the sewage waste contamination, has
led to the spread of the highly conta-
gious poliovirus. It is vital that we start
taking precautions against the disease
before our world is yet again faced with
a serious pandemic.

By: Kalista Lin

Polio: Another Pandemic
On The Way?

Now that Covid-19 is not as much of a
concern for many people, the Poliovirus has re-
emerged on Long Island; this virus dates back to
the 19th and 20th centuries and it became
prevalent in industrialized North America and
Europe just in time for advancements that created
the ability for medical experts to create a vaccine
for it (Britannica.com).

  Polio is quite contagious and
ultimately, it can be quite dangerous. Yes, the
virus is preventable through vaccination, but it’s
not curable if one is infected, as symptoms can
follow a person until his/her death. Plus, if a
person is vaccinated, he/she can still carry the
virus and pass it on to others. Polio has several
side effects that vary from a sore throat and
headache to paralysis and meningitis; the virus
can potentially impair one’s brain and spinal
function. For most, Polio is beatable and lasts
two to five days on average. One of the several
ways the virus can be spread is through
contaminated water (cdc.gov). This method is
the reason Poliovirus is now on Long Island.

 Although “the United States has been
polio-free since 1979” (health.harvard.edu),
recently on Long Island, the Poliovirus was
discovered in Port Washington’s wastewater, but
“A trace of poliovirus turned up that would have
come from … Manhasset, Port Washington,
Roslyn, and Glenwood Landing” (abc7ny.com).
Towns that border the North Shore of Long Island
are being seen as the most likely to contain Polio
in their wastewater. On September 9th, New York
Senator Anna M. Kaplan commented on a
potential outbreak, saying that the virus’s
circulation is not concrete yet because there are
still no confirmed cases in Nassau County. The
virus’s spread is inevitable though because a
“Sample was taken at the local wastewater facility
and sent to the state” (abc7ny.com) and “The
polio strands were detected during routine
wastewater testing for various viruses, including
coronavirus. The tests have been routine for the
last two years because of the coronavirus
pandemic” (abc7ny.com). Kaplan urges citizens
of Nassau County to get the polio vaccine if they
are not already vaccinated. This suggestion to
get vaccinated is because of the possible paralytic
side effects of the Poliovirus, which have no cure,
and many cases can be fatal.

      Nassau County Health
Commissioner Andrew Knect was quoted stating
that 74% of people infected by the virus would
be asymptomatic. So, there may be cases of Polio
on Long Island that are not confirmed
(abc7ny.com). While, as of late, no cases have
been confirmed on Long Island, there has been a
confirmed case in New York City, where Polio
infected an unvaccinated young man on August
12th. New York health officials concluded that
Polio is spreading amongst the unvaccinated
because trace amounts of the virus were found
in wastewater samples. Polio is transmitted
through fecally contaminated water, and
“Droplets from a sneeze or cough of an infected
person” (cdc.gov). “Wastewater or sewage, the
Center for Disease Control and Prevention says,
‘includes water from household or building use
(such as toilets, showers, and sinks) that can
contain human fecal waste, as well as water from
non-household sources (such as rain and
industrial use)’” (Factcheck.org).

Polio is a potential epidemic on Long
Island and therefore it could be detrimental to
New Yorkers. This leaves Long Islanders with
one question; how will Polio affect the Island in
the long term?

Polio And Its Role On
Long Island
By: Vincent Giugliano

It did not take long for 32-year-old
Taylor Minnis to end up in the emergency
room after being diagnosed with monkeypox
(Stack). The number of monkeypox cases
have dramatically increased over the past few
months and it was initially discovered in a 6-
month-old boy in The Democratic of the
Congo in 1970. In this region, smallpox had
been eliminated two years prior to the
appearance of monkeypox. According to
Stanford Medicine, the disease spread
throughout Africa and traveled through the
west until it became a global issue. (News
Center). It arrived in The United States in
2003 and continued to spread; it is becoming
more and more problematic. However, it is
only now that Americans are beginning to
take this disease more seriously. People are
finally speeding up research on new
treatments and vaccines. Even though
smallpox and monkeypox share similarities,
the vaccine for smallpox is not completely
effective against monkeypox (Saey).

    The main parties affected by this
viral disease are men who have sex with men.
According to ScienceNews, about 98% of
the people in 16 different countries infected
with monkeypox have identified themselves
to be gay or bisexual men (Saey). Sexual
contact among gay and bisexual men has
been proven to be causing this disease to
spread more rapidly. Even contact through
close conversations, kissing, clothing,
bedding, and towels can cause this disease
to spread.

     However, this is not an airborne
viral disease. Some known cases in women
and children have occurred. Often, people
who suffer from this virus say they have been
in close contact with men who have had sex
with men. The few people diagnosed with
the disease state that they have not been in
close contact with gay or bisexual sexually
active men, but could have easily been in a
form of contact without realizing it. Some
countries, such as Sudan, Egypt, Libya, and
Algeria are now criminalizing gay men in
order to attempt to get control over this
outbreak.

    According to the CDC, those
suffering from monkeypox may experience
any of the following symptoms: muscle aches,
fever, headache, swollen lymph nodes,
fatigue, and or chills. (CDC). According to
ScienceNews, people also often experience
lesions that appear in the anal or genital
regions for 73% of the people diagnosed, on
the legs, arms, or trunk for 55% of the people
diagnosed, and few experience it in their
throat and mouth (Saey). According to Cleveland
Clinic, there are often five stages of these lesions.
Stage 1 is when the rash begins as flat red spots.
1-2 days later Stage 2 begins which is when the
spots become raised and hard bumps. 1-2 days
after that is Stage 3 which is when the bumps
expand and fill with clear fluid. 1-2 days later, Stage
4 starts, and the blisters fill with puss. After that,
5-7 days later, blisters turn into scabs and
eventually fall off. This lasts from 7-14 days, but
the scarring that appears after the scabs fall off
could be permanent (Cleveland Clinic).

     Scientists are still working on finding
a vaccine more specific to monkeypox that will
help stop the increase in cases. In addition,
scientists are searching for ways to eliminate
permanent scarring. For now, it is important to be
wary of this viral disease.

By: Georgia Stefas

Is Monkeypox Here
To Stay?

 Sea Cliff Beach is one of the town’s
primary attractions, with all kinds of people
gathering to watch the weekly music
performances in the summer, swim, grab a
bite to eat, and just relax on the boardwalk.
Living within a mile radius of the Long Island
Sound is a great privilege.

  However, living so close to what
could be such a beautiful commodity comes
with its downsides. The amount of pollution
in the Sound is steadily rising with many
environmental threats nearby, such as toxic
waste sites, emissions from a local
incinerator, and sewage discharges
(coalitiontosavehempsteadharbor.org). All
of these hazards have been recognized by
the Coalition to Save Hempstead Harbor
(CSHH), an organization dedicated to
restoring Hempstead Harbor since 1986.
This group gathers information about the
Sound each season, then compiles it into
an annual report, bringing attention to the
quality of the water every year
(glencoveoysterbayrecordpilot.com).
Along with other threats, the Coalition
mentions “nitrogen, and plastic pollution
[which] often reaches the water through
stormwater run-off and can wreak havoc in
the ecosystem in terms of algal blooms,
beach closures, groundwater
contamination, fish kills, and health risks to
humans and wildlife” (Coalition to Save
Hempstead Harbor).

  The sewage discharges are one
of our beach’s greatest threats as E. Coli, a
bacterium commonly found in human waste
and intestines, can also be found in the
runoff coming from these discharges after
rainfall. These dangerous levels of E. Coli
are the primary reason why Sea Cliff Beach
prohibits swimming for a full 24 hours after
a storm. The Windsor-Essex County Health
Unit conducts water quality reports on the
Long Island Sound which shows these
dangerous levels of E. Coli in the water
(wechu.org).

  The quality of the Sound is not
a secret to the people on the North Shore
of Long Island. The results of a survey
given by this reporter to 14 students in
varying grades at the High School shows
that 60% of the respondents feel
uncomfortable swimming at Tappen
Beach and 50% expressed the sentiment
that they do not think the Long Island
Sound is clean. There are government
group such  as  the  Enviornmenta l
Protection Agency (EPA) working to
improve the state  of  our beaches,
including the one at Garvies Point in
Glen Cove.

  It is crucial that those living
near the Long Island Sound work to
maintain a clean state, as humans are
one of  the greatest  threats  to  our
beaches. Even with the knowledge that
the Sound is polluted, students can be
left wondering how they can help clean
it up. Luckily, the CSHH provides many
opportunities, including beach clean-
ups and fundraisers that can be found
on  the i r  webs i te :
coalitiontosavehempsteadharbor.org.
CSHH also offers a grant that can help
homeowners replace their old septic
systems, thus, reducing the runoff of
sewage into our Sound.

By: Wyatt Snyder

The Long Island Sound’s
Pollution Crisis
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By: Kaitlin Ho

A Lack Of Therapists For Teens Poses A Threat To Their
Well-Being

By: Sophia Marchioli

Throughout time and different
cultures, standards of beauty have varied. Many
people have tried to fit into established beauty
standards in order to appeal to others, obtain
more opportunities and/or money, or simply for
their own piece of mind. In fact, there has been
more societal pressure on women as of late to
conform to strict beauty ideals. Today, a plethora
of women still feel the pressure to modify their
faces and bodies to their respective cultures’
beauty standards. This is especially the case in
South Korea and the United States.

In South Korea, parents regularly offer
plastic surgery as a graduation gift to their
children (Seoul Cosmetic Surgery). Currently,
South Korea performs 24% of all cosmetic
surgeries in the world. As a result, the country
has earned the title of “Cosmetic Surgery Capital
of the World” (Jin and Whittall). In fact, it is
estimated that 1 in every 3 Korean women
between the ages of 19 to 29 get plastic surgery
(Asian Plastic Surgery). According to Dr. Choi
Min of Answer Plastic Surgery in Gangnam, the
most common plastic surgeries performed on
Koreans are blepharoplasties, or double eyelid
surgery, to enlarge their eyes; the next most
popular surgeries are rhinoplasties (nose jobs)
and glutathione injections to lighten the skin
(Insider). Korean women are especially willing
to “go under the knife” to “better” their lives;
more opportunities such as jobs are given to
those who fit the beauty standards (The Korean
Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons).
Ultimately, these procedures are not done for
health reasons, but for aesthetics. There is a
strict female Korean beauty ideal: v-shaped
jawline, hourglass but slim body, straight pointy
nose, large eyes with a double eyelid, and pale
skin (Wang). Unfortunately, the same situation
occurs in America.

   In the United States, 92% of all
cosmetic procedures are performed on women.
The most popular operations are rhinoplasties,
facelifts, eyelid surgery, liposuction, breast
augmentation, buttox augmentation, and botox
(ASPS). All of these procedures are done in
hopes of achieving the following beauty
standards: youthful appearance, button-shaped
nose, slim-hourglass body, and large breasts.
The majority of cosmetic procedures are done
on 40-54 year olds; however, the number of
operations are increasing in younger women
(ASPS). Spray tans are also very popular in
America, along with other non-invasive
procedures such as Botox, dermal fillers and
microneedling.

    Historically, women have been
compelled to alter their appearance to the beauty
standard of a given time… and not by choice.
This is especially true in China with foot binding,
the act of breaking the bones in the foot to make
it smaller; up until 1912, this practice was perfectly
legal and inescapable (Lim). Women endured
this pain and suffering, not to mention the
inability to walk, in order to appear more dainty
and beautiful to men because of their smaller
feet. Women had to do this in order to appeal to
the male audience because the established life
goal of a Chinese woman at the time was to get
married (Lim). For the majority of Chinese women,
the best chance of getting married required them
to fit the beauty ideal of having smaller feet (Lim).
Analogous to ancient foot binding practices in
China, six inch heels and stilettos are the new
21st century foot binding tools for modern
women. The difference here is that women
choose to wear the latter believing that heels
and stilettos make their legs look longer and

therefore make their bodies sexier and more
attractive (Brennan).

 Similarly, during the Korean War in
the 1950s, South Korean military brides who
were married to American soldiers would be
perceived as “racial and cultural threats to
America” (Samson) if they did not undergo
double eyelid surgery. In fact, in the 1950s Ralph
Millard, an American military plastic surgeon,
developed and performed the surgery while
stationed in South Korea for an American public
relations campaign to show “the Korean’s
benevolent face to the Americans.” Afterwards,
this double eyelid surgery began to become
popularized in South Korea and Asia (Samson).

   The most polarizing global beauty
standard though is that of a skinny body.
Globally, 70 million people live with eating
disorders and the number of young girls with
eating disorders is rising (Single Care); this could
severely stunt and damage the reproductive
health of young girls. In Korean society, a
significant number of already underweight
women continue to want to lose more weight or
at least maintain their body weight for a “better
appearance” (Cho). The long term negative
health consequences of being underweight,
such as damage to reproductive health due to
poor nutrition, could have a negative effect on
South Korea’s already low birth rate which is
the lowest in the world (Gawon and Yeung).
Furthermore, in America, numerous women
undergo liposuction, which removes fat from
certain parts of the body such as the stomach.
However, these procedures, while seemingly
innocuous, in actuality, can cause life threatening
complications such as necrosis, which is a skin
eating bacteria infection.

     Also, the pressure for women to
alter their appearance is even greater these days
due to the competitive job market. It is globally
acknowledged and implied that being more
attractive can potentially land people a better
job that pays more money; fitting beauty
standards could be a 10 to 15% difference in
paycheck (Kelly). For instance, the majority of
the jobs in South Korea display a large emphasis
on physical appearance in the hiring process;
some even ask for a photo, along with the
resume. If someone is more beautiful or fits the
beauty standards more than another, the more
physically attractive person would get the job
(Seoul Cosmetic Surgery). South Korea already
has a competitive job market (Seoul Cosmetic
Surgery), and South Korean women have to
worry about their appearance on top of that in
order to make a living.

  Ultimately, while the beauty ide-
als in South Korea and the United States
differ somewhat, the pressure on women
to conform to beauty standards is the same;
this pressure has only grown more fierce
in recent decades with social media fueling and
furthering unrealistic beauty expectations. One
welcoming trend recently combats these unat-
tainable beauty standards where women around
the world have been establishing a “body posi-
tivity” movement on social media. Currently,
there are over four million posts on Instagram
using #bodypositivity. Additionally, curvier
bodies are now more celebrated on social me-
dia, and women can regularly post about their
“flaws” and “imperfections” to combat beauty
standards and show reality (Reyes). This body
positivity movement will hopefully become the
norm as “beauty is in the eye of the beholder”:
it should come from within, not just from a physi-
cal standard established by others.

Beauty Is In The Eye of The Beholder

Since the start of the Covid pandemic in
2020, therapists that specialize in teens and children
have found themselves overwhelmed with
appointments (Bonanno). America has been facing
a shortage when it comes to these types of therapists.
Many young people have struggled with their mental
and emotional health more in the past two years
because of the isolation and readjustment that the
pandemic required. However, this mental health
crisis started years before the pandemic (Richtel).

Since the early 2000’s, there has been a
significant decrease in the use and abuse of alcohol,
cigarettes, and hard drugs such as OxyContin.
Despite this fact, America has seen an increase in
the number of attempted suicides, depression rates,
anxiety rates, and self-harm rates: mental illness has
been on the increase as well. One of North Shore
High School’s social workers, Reisa Berg, stated
that she too saw an increase in the number of visits
and referrals of students to her office during and
after the pandemic. She believes that the concerns
that are now being seen in relation to young people’s
mental health can be attributed to the fact that one’s
middle school and high school years are important
periods of growth for teens, and because we were
out of school for months, there have been “deficits
[for students] in the ability to socialize and to work
through stressors”. Additionally, she pointed to
the “academic lag” andthe stressors that could come
with catching up. Others have attributed this shift
to the increased use of social media, but most teens
have stated that what they think has caused their
own struggles is the feeling of “loneliness”.

With this increase in mental and emotional
health issues in many teens, the psychologists,
social workers, and therapists that help them have
had to turn down patients because they lack the
time to work with them. Parents nationwide are now
panicking at the lack of resources they have to help
their struggling teens. In an article in The New York
Times, one mother cried to social worker, Rebeca
Bonanno, “But it’s urgent,” although Bonanno
simply did not have the time to support her teen.
Along with the increase in concern for the mental
and emotional health of teens, school social worker
Reisa Berg has noticed that at North Shore, she has
seen a “lag in social skills” as well as the continuation
of “issues that typically fizzle out after middle school
or as ninth graders move into” their later years of
high school. She said one of these issues is that of
continuous “cliques” in the social scenes at the

high school. Executive functioning skills such as
time management and organization have lagged
as well. Additionally, Berg mentioned that during
lockdown, many found value in activities and
hobbies other than work. Now that the world has
returned to full work and school schedules, it is
hard to maintain the practices that had brought
us joy during that time. All these factors contribute
to the extended list of teen patients that therapists
currently have. 

 To supplement the lack of a therapist,
Berg recommended reaching out as soon as
you“feel a shift within yourself”. If you begin to
feel like you are overwhelmed or burnt out with
either schoolwork, social situations or other
problems, you can start by reaching out to your
guidance counselor, and then possibly a social
worker or school psychologist. The High School
also recently brought over another social worker
from Sea Cliff Elementary, Julie Glickman, to
provide extra support to students through “tier
one support” which is universal support. This
includes holding lessons, school wide initiatives
and assemblies on coping skills, intrapersonal
relationships and overall mental and emotional
health.

    With  the  the first “normal” year
North Shore has had in three years, students
may be experiencing an increased level of stress
or anxiety right now. These symptoms can
worsen  i f  they  a re  no t  dea l t  wi th
properly, and with all of the resources
that the High School provides, there is
no harm in reaching out for support.
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away with selling that information.
 Senators Lindsey Graham and Elizabeth

Warren are now insistent on creating an improved
tech regulatory regime, that would be similar to what
Europeans use. The European Union has devised
numerous laws such as the “Digital Markets Act
— a competition-focused bill intended to make
dominant online platforms more open — the DSA
highlights how Europe has moved assertively to
craft proactive regulations for Big Tech (Fung).
Graham tells Zatko that “[his] testimony today has
legitimized what most of us feel is a process out of
control”(Zakrewski). Graham wants a new system
that would address and enforce privacy, content
moderation, and foreign interference. The
Republican Senator ended his statement by adding
“What [Zatko] did today will not be in vain” (Menn).
The substantial statements made by the Senators
show great promise for the future of our privacy on
the internet, but as tech companies grow in power,
it may become increasingly harder to ensure.
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By: Lucia Cagno

A Pump House Full Of Potential
By: Mia Perciballi

 If you saw an empty building, what
would be your first thought? Would you think
that it’s haunted? Would you ask about the price
of the building? Would you wonder if something
else could be built there? When first seeing the
Pump House buildings at 325 Prospect Avenue
in Sea Cliff, New York, all of these questions are
valid. The Pump House property has not been
used in years; however, it is now being
repurposed to bring more life into the Village of
Sea Cliff.

  The waterfront 1940 Pump House
property consists of a 2.5 acre lot with an office
building and a pump building. To understand
more about the Pump House, and to make it
seem a little less haunted, it is important to know
some of its history. Located near Tappen Beach,
the Pump House was once used to store various
plumbing equipment and it was a vital part of the
irrigation system in Sea Cliff. The Village updated
its irrigation system, and the property has not
been needed since. Sea Cliff acquired the Pump
House from New York American Water as part
of a legal settlement that resulted from a lawsuit
about its billing practices. Sea Cliff’s Mayor Elena
Villafane explained that “this was a heritage item
and a generational project that really should be
preserved for the community at large”. The Village
even landmarked the Pump House due to its
historical background.

   I was able to speak with Mayor
Villafane about the future plans for repurposing
the site and the steps that have been already
taken. Mayor Villafane explained that she has
been working alongside a team known as the
‘325 Committee’. The Mayor further explained
that the 325 Committee members represent a good
cross section of Sea Cliff and includes Stephanie
Sobel, who has successfully led the “Dress for
Success” fundraiser, a fundraiser that provides
women with “a network of support, professional
attire and the development tools to help thrive
and work in like”, as stated by the Dress for
Success Facebook page. The Committee also
includes Kevin McGilloway, a recently retired
Trustee with corporate experience; Matthew
Nichols, who has a background in education
and the arts; and Eileen Kriebs, a commissioner
of parks. The Mayor noted that in December of
2021, the Village received a donation of $500,000
from a private foundation for the exterior
restorations. Then, the 325 Committee released
a video showing the property, and a survey for
the residents of the Village. The survey asks the
participants for their ideas about how to best
utilize the property, their possible worries, and
additional background information. Some ideas
that the 325 Committee included in the survey
are a performance venue, community garden,
and a cafe, among other suggestions. Mayor
Villafane stated that numerous submissions have
been received from the public. The Mayor
continued to explain that the 325 Committee has
also noted that some concerns have been voiced
regarding the environmental impact and about
parking spaces. It was described that the 325

Committee also has been keeping in mind the
effects of the rising sea levels. The 325 Committee
had a topographical survey completed that
showed that one of the buildings of the property
was only 10ft away from sea level. With rising
sea levels due to global warming, the building
would need major infrastructural renovations,
which would greatly affect the future planning.

    So what are some of the ideas for
the future of the Pump House property voiced
so far? One well-liked idea was a performance
venue. Such a venue would allow for more live
singing and dance/theater performances to take
place within the Village and may bring the
community closer together when watching a
performance. Another idea was a cafe. Along
with an amazing view of the water, a cafe in that
location would be more accessible to people
enjoying the waterfront. However, wonderful
ideas like these are, they also have potential
drawbacks. For instance, a performance venue
could make an already challenging parking
situation even more difficult. With a potential
cafe, worries of littering and business
competition with the local shops of Sea Cliff are
inevitable. Each of the many ideas for the future
of the Pump House property that have been
suggested will have to be viewed with their
own pros and cons.

   The goal of making the Pump House
usable is to bring the community together.
Getting involved within the Village is one of the
best ways to continue to help build that
community. Some ways to help continue the
journey of the 1940 Pump House restoration
are to complete the questionnaire located on
Sea Cliff’s website, seacliff-ny.gov, attend Village
meetings or voice ideas to the 325 Committee
via email. Participation is one of the best ways
to help your community! As Mayor Villafane
stated, “This is your village!”.
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After almost three years of a
worldwide pandemic that prompted
countless travel restrictions, the world
has finally opened back up. Travel is
booming all over the world, even at
North Shore High School. Pre-pandemic,
North Shore participated in a number of
international trips, including foreign
exchange trips that went hand in hand
with the language classes offered at the
school. Now, these opportunities are
finally back. This past September, North
Shore welcomed 25 Spanish exchange
students to New York. These kids lived
with their assigned partner from North
Shore for ten days. During their stay,
they took day trips into New York City,
and experienced the high school as an
American student does. The students
loved it!

During their stay in New York,
the Spanish students spent the majority
of their days touring New York City.
They visited all the big attractions such
as  Cent ra l  Park ,  T imes  Square ,
Chinatown and the Statue of Liberty.
Nora, a 16 year old girl from Spain said,
“My favorite part about New York City
was the One World Observatory”. As
many of the Spanish students have
never been to New York before, or even
to the United States in general, New
York City was new and different to them,
as it exhibits a culture that is completely
foreign to what they are used to in Spain.
Despite the drastic differences from New
York to Spain, the students say that the
city was what they expected it to be like:
skyscrapers, and lots of crowds.

New York City amazed the
Spanish students, but believe it or not,
they liked their time at the high school
even better. The day to day routine at
North Shore is immensely different from
that of school in Spain. The exchange
students repeatedly expressed their love
and admiration for  the different lifestyle
that they experienced at North Shore. They
mentioned that North Shore is much larger
than their school in Spain. In addition, the
sports offered at North Shore are not an
option in Spain. Their schools do not have

N.S.’s Exchange Program Is Going Strong

Looking for a fun extracurricular
to join this  year? North Shore High
School’s Key Club is a great opportunity
for  busy  s tuden ts .  Even  i f  you  a re
committed to a demanding sport or job
after school, you are still eligible to join.

By joining Key Club, you gain
access to many volunteer opportunities
which range from beach clean-ups to food
drives, and even arts and crafts activities.
Volunteers receive service hours which
not only allow them to support their local
community, but are also useful in the
college application process.  Experts at
universities such as  South Florida have
said that having volunteer hours “opens
college doors”. Additionally, students
may work their way up in the Key Club
student government to earn even more

sports teams. The only option to play
sports in an organized setting in Spain is
through clubs, which must be paid for. The
Spanish students really liked the fact that
athletics are a big part of North Shore.
Roque, a 17 year old boy from Spain, said
his favorite part of the North Shore was,
“That I  could play American
sports…There was nothing that I didn’t
like.” This was a popular response across
the board. The Spaniards also explained
that they watch a lot of American movies,
some of which incorporate school
settings. Because of this, the school was
as they expected. They explained that
North Shore High School is in many ways
similar to that of schools depicted in
movies. The majority of the Spanish
exchange students enjoyed their time
following their American host around
school.

Another  reason why the Spanish
students loved their time in New York so
much was because of their host families.
The North Shore students and their
families did an amazing job hosting, and
immersing their guests in American
culture. The Spanish students were
introduced to a plethora of activities and
foods that they can’t find in Spain. One
of the foods being bagels! Bagels were
the most popular among the Spanish
students of all the foods that they ate
during their time in New York.

The first half of the Spanish
exchange trip, the first foreign exchange
trip since the start of the pandemic, was a
success. Before this year, exchange trips
were put on hold because of travel
restrictions and the fear of the
Coronavirus. Now, these opportunities to
travel and experience new and foreign
cultures are once again in action at North
Shore High School. As for the Spanish
exchange trip, both the Spanish and
American students had a great time. New
friendships have been created that are
likely to last a lifetime. The students
participating in this trip can not wait for
February to come, which is when the
Americans will head to Spain for ten
days in order to experience the second
half of the program.

college recognition.
Meet ings  happen  every

Thursday morning in Room S6 at 7:30.
Members can come to as many meetings
as they can make; those with conflicts
don’t have to come to all four meetings
every month. The Key Club welcomes
all North Shore High School students
and encourages them to join at any
point during the school year!
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Join The North Shore Key Club!
By: Sophia Marchioli
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On Thursday, September 8th, 2022, a
great deal of the world went into mourning when
England’s longest reigning Head of State, Queen
Elizabeth Windsor II, passed away at the age of
96. During her lifetime, she positively touched
many people’s lives and drastically shaped the
role of the United Kingdom in the world. The
Queen, due to the strict rules of the monarchy,
could not impact the political or governing aspects
of her country. However, she still took a serious
interest in her country’s governmental affairs; she
met with the prime minister every week. The
relationship between the royal monarchy and the
Parliament is complex. The Queen, who is the
Sovereign, appoints all prime ministers and
approves bills passed by the Parliament, making
the final say in the assent of the law. During her
70-year reign, Queen Elizabeth II appointed 15
prime ministers (Scott). She also met 13 of the 14
most recent American presidents, resulting in close
relations between the U.K. and the United States.
As noted in The New York Times, “President Biden
called her a monarch who “defined an era” and
ordered American flags flown at half-staff”
(Leonhardt). Even after her passing, the United
States Honored its long-respected ally.

So, how did Queen Elizabeth II become
such a “force to be reckoned” with? At 25, she
was crowned Queen after her father’s passing.
Throughout her lifetime, she also traveled to 117
different countries, which made her the most
widely traveled world leader (Scott). These visits
helped her understand other cultures and truly
solidified her relationships with the governing
bodies of the countries she traveled to. To
support this, twenty years after World War Two
ended, she visited Germany on a ten-day trip which
helped to symbolize peace and reconciliation
between England and Germany (Pruitt). As her
nation’s goodwill ambassador, she stood as a
proud leader of her country who always
advocated and portrayed England in the best way
possible. The Queen modernized the monarchy
by traveling, going on TV, and meeting with new
groups of people, which were all progressive
aspects to the long-practiced traditions of the
Royal Family.

    Despite this, after the Queen’s
passing, many people questioned whether the
monarchy is still needed. Some British taxpayers
feel that the royal family is taking large amounts
of their hard-earned money for their unnecessary
lavish lifestyle. In addition, due to Ireland being
one of England’s  former colonies, the two
countries’ relationship has not been a friendly
one. This created a lot of tension over Britain and
its monarchy. With the Queen’s death, the reaction
that came from Ireland was still respectful, but
slightly muted (Duggan). The monarchy’s role
still remains a mystery to many and continues to
make people wonder if it’s still relevant in modern
society.

   Along with the serious responsibilities
that came with being the Queen, Elizabeth Windsor
had many hobbies and found joy in animals. As a
young girl, she was given her first pony by her
father, King George VI, which resulted in her
strong love of horses. She often watched her
steeds run in races, and some, like her horse,
Landau, won the Rous Memorial Stakes race in
1954. Even in her later years, she continued to ride
her horses. The Queen also owned more than 30
royal corgis throughout her reign. This love for
corgis started at the age of seven when she was
introduced to her father’s dog,
Dookie.Throughout the Queen’s time, “Dogs
were ever-present in her life and 15 generations

descended from Susan, the pup given to her on
her 18th birthday in 1944”. After the Queen’s
passing, her royal corgis watched as the Queen’s
coffin was driven through the grounds of
Windsor Castle, which created another layer of
despair surrounding her passing.

 To the modern world, Queen Elizabeth
was a powerful monarch, but to her family, she
was so much more. She was a loving wife, mother,
grandmother, and great-grandmother. She fell in
love with the young prince Phillip at the age of
17 in 1943. Their relations further grew and
eventually led to their marriage in 1947 at
Westminster Abbey. They went on to have four
children, the eldest being the current king, Charles
III (Berger). She also had a total of eight
grandchildren and 12 great-grandchildren. The
Queen often expressed her love for her family,
especially when they came to visit. On Christmas,
the Queen and her family would exchange joke
presents with one another and would spend
time together playing fun games.

 At this point in time, people are ask-
ing how the old system of traditions will live on
without her support and influence. She forever
changed the nation; therefore, her footprint on
the monarchy might be too large to fill. How will
her eldest son, the new king, Charles III, live up
to her legacy.
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By: Elsa Lanne and Hannah Sadowski

Some History On Queen Elizabeth And Her
Impact On The World

After the film Don’t Look Up´s 2022
release, the global fear that large space rocks
would reach Earth hit an all-time high; there has
also been a consensus that  the extinction of our
race due to a massive asteroid hitting Earth would
be quite unpleasant.

So, after ten years of floating around
in space, NASA’s first ¨planetary defense test
was a success.  Following the  release of some of
the most anti-climactic footage ever, it appeared
that NASA´s DART space shuttle (Double
Asteroid Redirection Test)   successfully made
contact in September 2022 with the 525 foot wide
¨Washington Monument sized¨ asteroid
¨Dimorphos  ̈that it had been floating towards.
The purpose of this minor impact was to shift the
orbit of Dimorphos, the minor-planet moon of
the asteroid Didymos, and ultimately track its
redirected path.

This initial test marks the beginning of
a new era of planetary defense bringing  with it a
sense of global security.“At its core, DART
represents an unprecedented success for

planetary defense, but it is also a mission of unity
with a real benefit for all humanity,” said NASA
Administrator Bill Nelson.  Along with the help
of Chief Lindley Johnson, NASA’s PDCO
(Planetary Defense Coordination) was founded
earlier this year with the sole purpose of
monitoring and “redirecting” NEO’s (Near Earth
Objects), which include any bodies orbiting or
within a 30 million mile radius of Earth.

The success of DART demonstrates
NASA’S ability to navigate  shuttles into space
with the  intention of  making contact with
terrestrial objects and deflecting them from their
potentially ominous path. Similar  to the
plans put in place to deal with natural
disasters and infectious diseases, the
PDCO has ways to warn, relocate and
protect its citizens  from the risk of any
non-Earth based complications. With
the growing number of issues that are
curretly plaguing our planet, it is nice
to know that some things are actually
under control.

By: Benjamin Cooperman

NASA’s DART Space Shuttle:
Ushering In An Era Of Planetary Safety

Women’s rights have been a widely
debated subject since the beginning of time. Even
since ancient times, when women worked strictly
in the home and had no part in political or
economic issues, society has been patriarchal.
Women are discriminated against in many ways.
The gender wage gap, lack of access to
education, and insufficient healthcare are some
such areas where women fall behind. Debatably
though, the most controversial of these rights is
in regards to the autonomy of their bodies.
Women have lacked rights to abortion since
before 1970, when Roe V. Wade, the prime and
most publicized case for abortion rights,came
about. The case began when Jane Roe, or Norma
McCorvey, instituted action against Henry
Wade, the district attorney of Dallas County,
Texas, where Roe lived. Roe believed that women
should have the absolute right to terminate a
pregnancy at any time. In this belief, she
attempted to balance a woman’s right to privacy
with the state’s interest in controlling abortion.
The Court attempted to balance the state’s
interests in the health of pregnant women, and in
the potential life of the fetus. The law that was
put into place stated that a pregnant woman’s
health would allow abortion regulations near the
end of the first trimester of pregnancy. After this,
many legal battles concerning abortion laws have
taken place and in June of 2022, Roe V. Wade
was overturned. This decision destroyed nearly
50 years of progress that women’s rights activists
had made. Now an individual state could curtail
or absolutely ban abortion.

 In a survey sent out to ten students at
North Shore High School for this article, 70
percent of those surveyed said that they believed
abortion should be legal. One sophomore said,
“The government and religion should not impact
what citizens do with their bodies”. On the
contrary, 20 percent of students said abortion
should be legal with limitations, and ten percent
said it should be  illegal with exceptions. When
asked what limitations, students said abortion
should be legal until after a specified point in the
pregnancy, or if other options are available (i.e.,
adoption, putting the child in the care of another
family member, etc.). Those who believed that

abortion should be illegal with exceptions said
that these exceptions should include if the woman
was a victim of rape or incest, or if there were
threats to the mother’s or fetus’ health.

   As for the whole of America, the
majority of the public disapproves of the Supreme
Court’s decision. State decisions on abortion
laws are changing constantly; at least 13 states
have complete restrictions. 12 states banned
abortion after six weeks of pregnancy, when most
women are not even aware of the pregnancy yet.
These restrictions have been a major cause for
concern about what the ban could mean. For
example, could this make it more difficult for
women to access essential products? What
could this ban mean for other minority groups
and things that could be taken away from them?
The question of what will happen next to rights
in America is constantly hanging over its
citizens’heads, moreso today than ever
before.
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Roe V. Wade Overturned:
The History Of The Law And Its Effect On America
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A Classic Film That Will
Never Go Out Of Style

By: Rockwell White

The beloved local neighborhood
bakery, Leonetti Pastry Shop, located at 82-16
Glen Cove Road in Greenvale, recently sold to a
new owner: Francesco Manfredi; not only is he
a native of Italy, but he is also a professional
baker and pastry chef. Manfredi’s love for baking
started at a young age; he stated “ When I was
born, my mom already owned a bakery so I grew
up in the family business, I remember when I
was a little kid making cookies while my friends
were playing soccer.” Interestingly enough,
Manfredi’s official baking career at Leonetti
started off  in 2002 with him working for Saverio
Leonetti, the former owner. Since that time,
Manfredi has done so much more than working
for a bakery with his experience. Manfredi even

made an appearance as a competitor on the
Food Network  series,  Sweet Genius during
season three; he participated in different
baking challenges and ultimately earned
second place in the competition.

Francesco Manfredi’s journey
with baking has been an eventful one. He
has traveled the world, started up
numerous bakeries and held different jobs.
Manfredi explains that although he started
off working at Leonetti in 2002, he ended
up leaving to try out some ventures of his
own. He added, “I decided to do it my way,
opening a few bakeries around the U.S.
like in Brooklyn and San Diego, but I always
ended up closing or selling.” Manfredi

explained that at one point to earn some
income, he drove for Uber.  Mr. Manfredi
further explained that early on in his career,
coming to the United States came with a set of
challenges. “I didn’t know any English, I didn’t
know the measurement system and how to use
any American equipment; it was really really
challenging.”  However, Manfredi believes
that obstacles and unprecedented events in
his life are what led him to this new venture. “I
guess it was destiny written by God that I had
to buy this bakery after it opened 21 years
ago.”

Baking has been an art and form of
expression that Manfredi feels is very personal;
he is most certainly passionate about it. He

made it clear that this new business venture
has been guided through his faith and that,
“ it is very important to me because I can
now share with people the talent that God
gave me and not just think about the
money.” “And now, thanks to God, I can really
explain myself through the sweets, including all
the love that I have for baking.”

As far as the future of Leonetti, the
community can get excited for the new things
that Mr. Manfredi has planned. Manfredi stated
that, “ it will be a new atmosphere with music,
coffee, sweets and lots of love.” Optimistic for
this new chapter in his life, Manfredi concluded,
“I’m super excited and I can’t wait to start this
journey with God’s guidance.”

Destined For Sweet Success

In the timeless masterpiece The Sweet
Smell Of Success directed by Alexander
Mackendrick and released in 1957, the audience
is guided through New York City in 1957. The
audience is walked from club to club while
experiencing the nightlife of the time. This film,
set at night, establishes a dark tone which is in
line with the protagonist’s morally ambiguous
actions and ideas. The viewer follows Sidney
Falco (Tony Curtis), a publicist who is eager to
earn greatness, and J.J. Hunsecker (Burt
Lancaster), a sleazy columnist with a questionable
sway on the politics of the city.

   Mackendrick places the audience in
Falco’s shoes; Falco is constantly fighting for a
spot in the paper, again and again, while being
ordered around by J.J.. In one instance, J.J.
commands Falco to break up his sister and a well-
mannered jazz guitarist (Steve Dallas) with a
promising future; Tony Curtis, in one of, if not his
best performances, draws in the audience,
conveying empathy for the character; he does
lots, but gets nothing in return. While we follow
him, the audience gets a good look into New
York City and many of its trendy clubs of the time
such as Toots Shor Restaurant and Lounge,
which stood at 51 West 51st Street; the viewer
also sees the 21 Club, which is still standing at 21
West 52nd Street.

   During the 1950’s, in an age right
before television, people got their news via a
newspaper, which meant being a columnist
was a huge deal. Furthermore, being
syndicated meant that other papers
inc luded  your  co lumn,  g iv ing  the
columnist extreme leverage over anyone
who was relevant in the city, especially
through  d i shonorab le  means .  J . J .
Hunsecker was inspired by syndicated
columnist Walter Winchell who became
prominent in the 1930’s. Winchell was
extremely controversial and known for
attempting to shatter the careers of
politicians and his enemies.

 The Sweet Smell Of Success is
a must-see film; the acting is masterful,
pulling in the audience at every step.
It’s also feels like being in a time ma-
chine. The shots of  1950’s New York
makes the audience want to immediately
see Midtown as it is today.  Alexander
Mackendrick clearly directed a timeless
film that you should see tonight.

Midnights -the latest album
from Taylor Swift- has been blazing a
trail of amazement and overall praise
for the artist. The album, which came
out October 21st, thrilled Taylor Swift
fans and music lovers in general. This
album tells the story of the many
“sleepless nights”- as Swift describes
it- that she has experienced, and there
are rumors that this album has been
many years in the making. It contains
a  p le thora  o f  songs  tha t  Swif t
supposedly wrote for other albums,
bu t  a l toge ther  these  t racks
complement each other well. This
album has already been the most
streamed in a single day on Spotify,
but it is still unclear- will this album
explode  the  char t s  l ike  Swif t ’s
previous albums, and become another
success in the music industry like it is
expected to?

Having endured a  t i reless
battle for her own master recordings,
Swift began re-recording old albums
as well as releasing new material in
2019. Midnights is the fourth album
Swift owns all of the rights to and it’s
her 10th album overall, not counting
re-recordings. Now that she no longer
records for Big Machine Records, she
will own this album from the start and
never have to re-record it, just like her
last three albums. This is not the only
major change for Swift. She has also
comple te ly  changed  her  sound ,
making the music she writes more
genre-defying than it has ever been.
While at first she was completely
country-centered, she moved into
more pop-style music; and now with
her two latest albums, Folklore and
Evermore,  she has created a more
alternative style. There were many
rumors  regard ing the  genre  o f
Midnights, but when it came out, it
was confirmed to be  more of a pop
style album, with some alternative
style songs.

Swif t  puts  an as tonishing
amount of work into every detail of the
work she does. Swift’s fanbase, a.k.a.
Swifties, know that Swift is known for

putting “Easter eggs” in the content she
posts. For Swift, Easter eggs are little
c lues  tha t  wi l l  usua l ly  l ead  to  an
announcement date of new music, or
something exciting coming up. She leaves
beh ind  c ryp t ic  h in t s ,  and  the  more
exper ienced  Swif t i es  know how to
decipher them. One of her most popular
Easter eggs is the usage of the number
13. It is said to be Swift’s favorite number,
p robably  because  her  b i r thday  i s
December 13th. Swift often creates posts
with clues like showcased numbers that
add to 13. For Midnights, there are even
13 tracks!

   The 13 tracks on the album are
said to have been written at different
points in her life, describing “sleepless
nights” when she put her feelings into
words. The album contains songs like
“Lavender Haze,” “Karma,” and “Snow
on the Beach.” Swifties originally learned
about the track names prior to the release
of the album through Swift’s Midnight
Mayhem, a social media series designated
for releasing the track titles. The album
was released at midnight on the 21st and
Swift  also released seven addit ional
tracks at 3 AM that same morning! The
Midnights album is available in many
forms on her website, taylorswift.com,
along with new merchandise for the album.
Taylor Swift has put an immense amount
of  e f for t  in to  th i s  a lbum,  and  has
showcased all of her creativity and heart
in every aspect of Midnights.

Different people have different
opinions on the album- some prefer her
more pop-style music and others prefer
her more alternative music, but it cannot
be denied that the work Taylor Swift puts
into her music, especially in regards to
her songwriting, is truly admirable. No
matter how Midnights is received by new
fans and  longtime Swifties, Taylor Swift
will undoubtedly continue to influence
the future of pop music.

Sources:
Bruner, Raisa. “Why Is Taylor Swift Re-

Rerecording Her Old Albums?” Time, Time,
25 Mar. 2021, https://time.com/5949979/why-
taylor-swift-is-rerecording-old-albums/.

Midnights: The Excitement Surrounding Taylor Swift’s
Newest Album

Over the summer of 2022 at Sea
Cliff Elementary School, kindergarten
teachers Nina Becker and Mojdeh
Hassani, who care for the garden there,
invited North Shore High School’s Life
Skills class to tend to the school’s gar-
den and greenhouse along with them.
The students enjoyed gardening so
much that they took the task “under
their wing” and are still tending it to
this day; so now, gardening is a com-
ponent of the Life Skills program.

      Every Tuesday morning from
8-9:30AM, the Life Skills students learn
different gardening techniques along-
side the Sea Cliff Elementary kinder-
gartners,  first  graders,  and second
graders. Life Skills student Kyprian
Kallaur stated, “I like to garden, [it
makes me] feel happy. I enjoy planting,
watering, composting, and harvesting
[plants]. I [also] like working with [the]
kids.” The group plants a variety of
foods including, tomatoes, cucumbers,
zucchini, carrots, garlic, squash, snap
peas, lettuce and herbs. When these
items are eventually harvested, they
are served in the Sea Cliff Elementary
School’s cafeteria through the  program
called “Farm to Table.”

      The Life Skills program’s
head coordinator, Danielle Oppido, be-
lieves the program is “wonderful [as
kids can] integrate with [the Sea Cliff
Elementary] students and be there as
mentors.” Gardening is a lovely addi-
tion to the Life Skills program, and
these are some great daily living skills
that the students hope to use in the
future.

By: Kaitlin Ho

The Vikings With The
Green Thumbs

“When gardeners garden, it is not just
plants that grow, but the gardeners

themselves”. -Ken Druse
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It is Friday night. The lights are on as a
sea of green and white fans in the stands cheer
for their home team. Everyone is anxiously
waiting for Peter Liotta, North Shore’s quarterback,
to throw the ball into the end zone. “Touchdown!
NORTH SHORE WINS!” Despite the Vikings
dominating this game on Friday, September 23rd,
the spirit that could be felt on this particular night
was happening on a field that was not North
Shore’s own. In fact, it was happening in Seaford,
18 miles away. This same thing happened the
following Friday night on Island Trees’ turf.
Why? Because North Shore High School
currently does not have the facilities needed to
make an energetic night like this happen. Our
school is one of the few on Long Island that
does not have lights on the field.

As a 2021 football championship-
winning school, many students at North Shore
wonder why we are not getting the same sports
experiences as so many other schools on Long
Island are. The school purchasing lights for the
field can allow North Shore to experience night
games and express the same spirit as multiple
other schools. When our school teams have
away night games, the bleachers of the opposing
team’s student section fill with spirit. So why
can’t ours be the same way? Yes, installing lights
would be very costly; however spending the
District’s money this way would greatly benefit
our school’s spirit and students constantly
advocate for it. With the addition of night games,
students can even get together and plan out
themes for games. It would make our community
so much more cohesive and spirited.

   Another massive issue impacting our
athletes is the condition of the turf. On March

15th, 2022, a junior was playing lacrosse. She
was expecting to score a goal and see her team
to victory. However, she instead left North Shore
High School’s turf that day with a torn ACL after
her cleat got caught in the turf. The District was
called on to discuss this situation and take
preventive measures. Since then, there have
been several other complaints regarding the
condition of the turf. In an interview with Mr.
Lang, the Director of Athletics for the North
Shore School District, the turf and its condition
were discussed. When asked for his opinions
on the turf, he explained that the “life expectancy
of the turf field is 8-10 years, and the North Shore
High School field is reaching that point.” He
also explained how the replacement of the turf is
being discussed amongst Central
Administration, and that they are trying to fit
this into the budget. Lang admits there have
been three injuries since March  2022, but he
believes it is unfair to say the field’s condition
directly causes injuries, and says “statistically
speaking, we have a low amount of injuries
compared to other schools.” He argues that
professional athletes face injuries on some of
the best fields in the world, so it is unfair to draw
the conclusion that all injuries can be blamed on
the field itself. Moreover, he explained that grass
is generally safer to play on, but more difficult to
maintain.

  According to a survey recently
conducted  by us, involving 50 students in all
four high school grades who have been on the
turf, the majority strongly supported turf
replacement and mentioned how the bubbles
and patches that can be found on it help to put
North Shore’s athletes at high risk for injury, even

if it is not the primary cause of it. Most of the
respondents reported that they know someone
who has been injured on the turf. A sophomore,
Charles Godfrey, believes the hazardous
condition of the field is “unacceptable for a
championship-winning school.” Believe it or not
though, the turf is not the only athletic facility-
related thing that North Shore High School
students find fault with.

   The turf is a frequently discussed
topic, but there are other things that can help
increase school spirit athletics-wise. Given the
choice between lights, new merchandise,
improved speakers, and a wider selection of food
at games, an overwhelming majority of
respondents chose to focus on the lights on the
field. In our survey, a tenth-grade student, Luca
Korte, explains that “Group themes and a more
exciting environment lift school spirit.” Overall,
school spirit is a fundamental aspect of school;
North Shore installing lights would increase our
spirit and the amount of students supporting the
teams at games.

49% of  the students surveyed picked
lights as the most necessary improvement needed
on the field.  However, students also support the
installation of new speakers. Varsity soccer and
lacrosse player, James Peterson, believes “Music
is a big part of games.” Students have complained
about the delay and echo of the speakers on the
field. Around 22% of respondents supported a
replacement of the speakers. Installing a new set
of speakers would help North Shore High School’s
stadium be the best it can be.

   In addition,  the concession stand by
the turf offers snacks during football games such
as hot dogs, hamburgers, candy, chips, and a

By: Brian Kraupner, Chloe Corn, and Ava Connelly

Field Of Dreams
variety of beverages. In an interview with
sophomores Ashley Holden, Samantha Maler,
and Olivia Bellocco, they discussed their opinions
on the concession stand. Holden and Maler
believe that providing a wider variety of snacks
is “beneficial to those with dietary restrictions or
allergies.” Bellocco explains how “there should
be more options at the football games because
the games can be long and chips or candy don’t
fill people up.” Students suggested adding more
snacks such as popcorn, cotton candy, grilled
cheese, and fries.

Finally, roughly 18% of students
surveyed want to see new and improved Viking
merchandise at sporting events. Students want
to see more spirit-evoking items like thunder
clappers, plastic megaphones, pom poms, etc.
Yes, our school store sells apparel such as
sweatshirts, sweatpants, hats, and tee shirts.
However, the school does not sell spirit items.
Freshman Sophia Efstathiadis was interviewed
about this topic. She believes the school apparel
should also come in  a “wider variety of colors to
select from other than black, maroon, white and
gray.” When discussing spirit items, she
suggested selling items such as North Shore
sunglasses, as they would be “fun to see at our
games,” and would “raise excitement from
students.” When asked if school apparel should
always be sold at the games, she replied by saying
it should because “many people go to football
games and it is more convenient to purchase in
person rather than online.”

  Clearly there is a tremendous desire
for more school spirit at North Shore High School.
Lights, new turf, better speakers, more inclusive
food and updated merchandise would go a long
way towards making this a reality.

By: Fergus O’Neill

Let’s Hear It For Gym!

Physical Education is one of my
favorite classes.  It’s a fun and great way to be
healthy! On September 30,2022 I interviewed Mr.
Aaron Kozlowski, a new teacher at the High
School, but one who is not new to the District, to
learn more about what it takes to be a Physical
Education teacher.

FON: How long have you worked in the District? 
Mr. K: 19 years.

FON: Do you like the High School? 
Mr. K: Yes, I enjoy teaching at the High School.

FON: What do you like about high school?
Mr. K: I feel that as a P.E. teacher I can do more
activities with older students than I did with the
younger ones because they have more advanced
skills.

FON: Do you coach any sports? What sports?
Mr. K: Yes. I coach soccer and basketball at the
Middle School.  I also coach lacrosse at the High
School.

FON: Why did you become a P.E. teacher?
Mr. K: When I was a student, I had P.E. teachers
that I looked up to and wanted to be like.  They
had a lot of energy, were always excited for class,
and made sure that we had fun.

FON: What is your favorite game or skill to teach
your students? 
Mr. K: I like to teach all my students how to keep
healthy outside of school.

FON: How do you decide what you will be
teaching?
Mr. K: The other gym teachers and I plan
together based on space, weather, and the
equipment we have.

FON: What do you think about the new
gymnasium floor?
Mr. K: I love the new floor - it’s great!

FON: Why did the Main Gym get a new floor? 
Mr. K.: I’m not totally sure, but I think the paint
on the floor was scratched up and worn down.
That is why they fixed it.  It was also more than
20 years old.

FON: What do you like to do when you aren’t
planning awesome gym activities?
Mr. K: When I’m not teaching, I like to spend
time with my family by either going to the beach
or traveling to new places.

I really enjoyed speaking with Mr. K. to learn
more about Physical Education.  Keeping our
bodies healthy is very important!

Congratulations To The
North Shore Girls’

Volleyball Team
For Making It To The
County Championship

Josie Crocco
Sophia D’Aversa

Ava DiFeo
Samantha DePalma

Lindsay Fales
Juliana Gaeta
Natalie Gaeta

Tary Hynes
Julia Kiser

Caroline Ledden
Abby Maler

Nora Solomon
Laini Silverstein

Tikdem Heffernan

Bri Giuliano
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By: Michael Ye

Yet Another Disappointing Off-Season For New York

Happy Holidays
From

679 Glen Cove Avenue
Glen Head, NY 11545

Looking Forward To Seeing You For All Your Holiday Floral Needs
Vivian and Christina

At this point, every hockey fan knows
about the astounding success the Tampa Bay
Lightning have had over the past three years.
During that span, the team reached the Stanley
Cup Finals every season and pulled off the
arduous feat of winning back to back Cups in the
first two years. In that time however, one thing
remained constant: they had to face a New York
team in the Eastern Conference Finals each of
those years. While it took them at least six games
in every series to advance, the challenge never
fazed them. They were able to convincingly
knock off the Rangers last season and the
Islanders in the previous two. But don’t get it
twisted; the fans of both teams would, at minimum,
consider each of their respective Conference
Finals runs somewhat of a success. On the other
hand, both fan bases are still hungry for their first
championship of the 21st century. With this in
mind, it’s clear that these franchises needed to
make big moves in the off-season to once again
have a legitimate shot at championship
contention. Expectations however, were not met.
Overall, improvement was marginal for both
teams; it’s safe to say that New York hockey fans
have once again experienced an underwhelming
off-season.

After taking a 2-0 series lead against
the Lightning in last season’s playoffs, the
Rangers had all the momentum on their side. Not
only was the offense scoring at will, but their
eventual Vezina-winning goaltender, Igor
Shesterkin, had outplayed Tampa’s superstar
goaltender, Andrei Vasilevskiy, up to that point.
But in the end, Tampa reminded everyone why
they were the back to back champions, winning
the next four games and ending any hope
Rangers’ fans had. So after getting eliminated,
the team’s focus shifted to trying to retain pending
unrestricted free agents Andrew Copp, Ryan
Strome, and Frank Vatrano. Copp was acquired
back at the trade deadline from the Winnipeg
Jets in exchange for two conditional second
round picks–one of which turning into a first
rounder–as well as a sixth round pick. This ended
up being a great move for the Rangers, as Copp
fit in perfectly on the second line with Artemi

Panarin and Ryan Strome. In the 16 regular
season games he played in New York, he
produced an impressive 8 goals and 10 assists
for 18 points. In addition to supplying the team
with much needed depth scoring, he also
provided value as one of the best penalty killers
in the league. So as soon as he hit the open
market, a handful of teams were interested in the
versatile middle 6 forward. The Detroit Red
Wings ended up being the winners of the Copp
sweepstakes, inking him to a five-year deal worth
$5.625 million per season. Like Copp, Vatrano
was another fantastic trade deadline acquisition
made by the Rangers, who only had to give up
a fourth round pick for him. In the 22 regular
season games he played with the team, he was
able to score 8 goals and earn a spot on the first
line with Chris Kreider and Mika Zibanejad. This
late season production earned him a three-year
$3.65 million per year contract with the Anaheim
Ducks. Finally, Strome, who has been a
consistent point producing second line center
over the past three years, was another big piece
to depart from New York this off-season. He also
found himself in Anaheim, this time on a five-
year contract worth $5 million per season. With
half of their top 6 gone, the Rangers were able to
somewhat compensate by bringing in Vincent
Trocheck on a seven-year deal worth $5.625
million per year. Trocheck has been a phenomenal
two-way forward with the Carolina Hurricanes
over the past two seasons and totalled 21 goals
and 30 assists for 51 points last season. In
addition to providing immense value both
offensively and defensively, he’s also one of the
very best in the faceoff circle, winning 54.6% of
his draws last season. This is definitely a great
replacement for Ryan Strome, but clearly not
enough for everything the team has lost. Looking
ahead to this season, it’s clear that the Rangers
are relying on internal growth from former first
round draft picks Alexis Lafreniere, Kaapo Kakko,
Filip Chytil, Vitali Kravtsov, and Braden Schneider
to take that next step.

Moving out of the City and onto Long
Island, the Islanders are coming off of a rather
disappointing year where they failed to make

the playoffs. This led to head coach Barry Trotz
getting fired, which shocked the league
considering how much success the team had in
the previous two years. Former assistant coach
Lane Lambert was then hired to replace Trotz.
When it comes to the roster itself however, not
much has changed. The only major acquisition
of the off-season came on draft night, where the
Islanders traded the 13th overall pick to the
Montreal Canadiens in exchange for the rights of
restricted free agent Alexander Romanov, a young
left-shot two-way defenseman. He later received
a three-year extension worth $2.5 million per
season. While he’ll fit in nicely on the second pair
with another young defenseman in Noah Dobson,
this is still a massive overpay considering he
doesn’t have the potential to ever become a top
pairing defenseman. In addition, that draft pick
could have been used to take one of many blue-
chip prospects like Frank Nazar, Jonathan
Lekkerimaki, Joakim Kemell, and Brad Lambert, all
of which are far more valuable assets than
Romanov. Apart from this, there aren’t any new
faces in the Islanders’ lineup compared to last
season. The team was heavily rumored to sign
superstar left winger Johnny Gaudreau coming
off a 115 point season, but he ended up signing a
seven-year contract with the Columbus Blue
Jackets worth $9.75 million per year. This off-
season is yet another example of General
Manager Lou Lamoriello failing to add superstar
talent to a team that so desperately needs it.

With the Metropolitan Division
being so competitive, it will not be easy for
any team to earn itself a playoff spot. The
Washington Capitals added more depth to
their forward core by bringing in Connor
Brown and Dylan Strome while signing their
franchise goaltender in Darcy Kuemper at
the same time. The Carolina Hurricanes
traded for stars like Max Pacioretty and Brent
Burns, making them one of the most lethal
offensive teams in the league. Whether or
not the Rangers and Islanders can keep up
with them is the question that will be an-
swered very soon.

Do you love to dance? Have you
broken out some new moves when no one
was looking? Maybe you want to learn, but
have you never taken the next step? If you
answered “yes” to any of these questions,
then keep reading. At North Shore High
School, we have an amazing dance team
called Pulse. My name is Robin and I am
currently a junior who joined Pulse when I
was a freshman. After some quick math, you
will realize that was during Covid. One day I
decided to join the Zoom meeting and was
not sure what to expect from an online dance
team. Since this was Covid, we had to
practice over Google Meet. We met every
Thursday night and it was weird at first, but
even over a screen it turned out to be
amazing.

Learning dances from your
bedroom led by the coaches was hard, but
bonding and talking to all of the dancers
over a screen was so much fun. Now the
world is back to having the team in person
so it is time to shed a light on Pulse’s
updated and busy schedule. The team
danced at halftime during football games and
is now preparing for the basketball games.
Pulse also recently performed at Pep Rally
and Homecoming during half time.

It feels exciting to be back on the
field dancing and hearing the crowd cheer!
Pulse’s highlight event however, is the
annual showcase – every year I am amazed
by the team’s improvement. Like other sports
and clubs, practice makes perfect. Pulse
meets twice a week for practice in the
Auxiliary Gym with our coaches Gabriella
Palmieri and Jillian Agostino who are North
Shore alumni. The team is very lucky and
grateful to have such dedicated volunteers
who want to give back to the school and
community.

Pulse prides itself on providing a
welcoming environment and accepts all levels
of dance experience. There are girls on the team
that have danced since they were toddlers and
others who have never taken a dance class before.
In either case, the coaches help everyone learn
and improve her technique. They are truly the
kindest and most caring dance coaches I’ve ever
worked with and I’ve been dancing since I was
three years old.

 This year, Pulse hit another milestone:
the team now allows middle schoolers (mostly
eighth graders) to join. The team was so proud to
have the middle schoolers participate in the
halftime performance at Homecoming this year.
Their skills have developed so much and the
team members became that much closer with each
other. This will definitely ease their freshman year
transition since they know some high schoolers
already. Middle schoolers will also be given the
opportunity to dance at some basketball games
during halftime. After basketball season, the team
will start to  prepare for its annual showcase to be
held on March 31, 2023 in the High School Theater.
The student showcase allows each team member
to choreograph her own piece. It can be any
style of dance or music she likes. Personally, this
is one of my favorite things about Pulse: it allows
the students to showcase their individuality and
creativity. In short, Pulse gives students the
freedom to develop their own style, but also work
as a team.  A chain is only as strong as its weakest
link, so we help push one another to reach our
potential, both in the studio and in the
classroom. I am so glad I joined the team and
hope that you will be too.

Can You Feel The Beat?

By: Robin Spieler
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